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On the Convergence of a Quasi-Newton Method

for Sparse Nonlinear Systems

By Binh Lam

Abstract.   It is shown that an algorithm for solving a system of nonlinear equations

where the Jacobian is known to be sparse, converges locally and ß-superlinearly.

1. Introduction.   Consider the problem of finding the solution of a system of

nonlinear equations F(x) = 0, where F and* are «-dimensional vectors.  Broyden [1]

derived a quasi-Newton method using an iteration of the form

(1.1) xk+i=xk+tkPk'

where tk is a scalar and pk is given by

(1.2) BkPk = -F(xk),

Bk being an approximation to the Jacobian.  To avoid solving the system of linear

equations (1.2), an approximation to the inverse Jacobian which is updated at every

iteration by a single rank correction is used.  However, this method has a drawback

when applied to a system where the Jacobian is known to be sparse since the inverse

of a sparse matrix is generally not sparse.  Schubert [7] modified this method by up-

dating Bk so that the sparsity is retained.  It has been proved by Broyden [3] that the

modified algorithm is locally convergent when the Jacobian satisfies a Lipschitz condi-

tion.  He also reported that numerical results suggested that the convergence is super-

linear in most cases.  In this note, we show that the modified algorithm in fact pre-

serves the convergence properties of the original method.  It has a g-superlinear rate

of convergence when applied to linear systems.   Furthermore, under certain conditions,

the convergence is also ß-superlinear for nonlinear cases.

2. Main Results. Let S- be a diagonal matrix whose (/, /) element is zero if the

(j, I) element of the Jacobian is zero, and unity otherwise. To simplify the notation,

we let B and Bx denote the approximation to the Jacobian at kth and (k + l)st step,

respectively. Let B have the same sparseness characteristic as the Jacobian and Bx be

given by

T

(2.1) Bx=B-¿ UjufiBpj - t~ly) -j/-,
/=i P Pj

where y = F\xx) - F\x), p- = Sp and «• is the /th unit vector.  We note that the spar-

sity is preserved in Bx since ujBx = uJbxS-.
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We now prove that the convergence of the algorithm defined by (1.1), (1.2) and

(2.1) is ß-superlinear for a linear system Fix) = Ax + b, where A is an n x n matrix.

Let

E = B - A,      e = x - x*,

and

0 = \\E\\F,   e= Hell,

where x* is the solution of Fix) = 0.  We use 11-11 to denote the Euclidean norm and

ll-ll^ the Frobenius norm.

Theorem 2.1.  If tk = \ for all k and a0o < 1, where a = \\A~l \\F then

ek < iK/k*)ke0,

where K = a0o/(l - a0o), when the algorithm is applied to the linear system F\x) =

Ax+b.

Proof.   Since t = 1 and y = Ap, from (2.1) we have

T

(2.2) Ex=E-¿  u¡u]E^p~.
/=! PjPj

Thus,

.TV „2 _ („Tv_,.tPjEl\ L.A¿V=l„rF|í.W\ujExV = \u¡E-ujE^-\ \u¡E-u¡E^\   = WujE\\

PJP,/\'        '    Pj Pf/ ' WPjW

on expanding the terms on the right-hand side.   As

ujEpj = ujESjP = ujEp    and    lip, II2 < lip II2,

^EV, I 2\ujEp\
WujEx II2 < WuJeW2 -

lip II2

Summing over /, we obtain

(2.3) 02<02-ll£pll2/llpll2.

Since

ll£pll2/llpll2 < \\E\\\ < Il/S'il2 ="02,

we have

ll£pll2/llpll2 = 002,

for some 0 such that 0 < 0 < 1.  Hence, 0, < 02(1 - 0).  In general, we have

02+1<02(l-0fc),

which implies
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1=1

Since E = B - A, B~l = (/ + A'1 ET1, and

(2.4) p=-B~1Ae = -iI-A~1E)-le.

Thus, if a0 < 1, then

(2.5) ll£pll < ll£lFllpll < 0e/(l - CY0).

From (2.4), we also have ek+x = ~A~1Ekpk; from this and (2.5),

e2     < e a2      tieî     < e a2      ti**
6fc+1"   "a   (l-a0fc)2"   kCl   (l-a0o)2

as 0fc < 0„ by (2.3).

The proof now proceeds in the same fashion as that of Theorem 2 in [2]. We

note that Frobenius norm is used here but this change of norm has no effect on the

proof.

To analyze the convergence for nonlinear systems, we assume that F satisfies the

following conditions:

(a) F is differentiable in an open convex set D in R", the linear space of n-

dimensional vectors.

(b) For some x* G D such that Fix*) = 0, F\x*) is nonsingular and F' is

continuous at **.

(c) F' satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order one at x* so there exists a positive

constant L such that

(2.6) \\F'ix)-F'ix*)\\ <L\\x-x*\\.

We need the following result which is a special case of a more general theorem

proved by Broyden, Dennis and Moré [4].

Theorem 2.2.   Suppose F satisfies assumptions (a), (b), (c), and for all k,

(2.7) \\Bk+x - F\x*)\\F < \\Bk - F\x*)\\F + aok,

where a is some constant and ak = max { IIxk + x - x* II, \\xk - x* II}.   Then there exist

positive constants e and 5 such that if \\x0 - x*\\ <e and \\B0 - F'ix*)\\F < 5, the

sequence (1.1) with tk = 1 is well defined and converges linearly to x*.

We have the following result.

Theorem 2.3.  If F satisfies assumptions ia), (b) and (c), then the algorithm

defined by (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) with tk = 1 is locally convergent.

Proof.   We want to prove that the algorithm satisfies (2.7).  From (2.1), we have

n

(2.8)    Bx - F'ix*) = X uftj [B - F'ix*)} 11 - ^-) + [y - F'ix*)p]( -§-
1=1

Thus, since ujBp = ufBpf and ujF\x*)p = ujF'ix*)p¡,
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I T \

uf[Bx - F\x*)] = uf[B - F'ix*)] (l-Pjr-\
\     PjPj

(2.9)

+ u[[y-F'ix*)pj](-^r-).

\PjPj)

Since ujy = uJf\x + h.p)p.-, where 0 < X- < 1 (see [6, p. 660]) and F' satisfies

Lipschitz condition (2.6),

\uj\y- F'ix*)Pj] \<Llx + XfP - x*II lip,-«

(2.10)
<L\\Xjixx -x*) + (1 - Xj)ix -x*)\\ Ipyll

<Loipfl.

From (2.9), we obtain

Wuf[Bx - F\x*)} II2 < \\uf[B - F'ix*)} II2 + L2o2.

Summing over /,

III?! - F\x*)\\2F < \\B - F'ix*)\\2F + nL2a2.

Hence,

\\BX - F'ix*)\\F < IB - F'ix*)\\F + nLo,

as (a2 + ß2)Vl < a + ß for a, ß > 0.  The result then follows from Theorem 2.2.

To obtain the Q-superlinear convergence of the algorithm, we need the character-

ization given by Dennis and Moré [5].

Theorem 2.3. Suppose F satisfies assumptions (a) and (b), and for some xQ G

D, the sequence (1.1) with tk = 1 is such that xk # x*, xk G D and {xk} converges

to x*.  Then {xk} converges Q-superlinearly to x* if and only if

(2.11) ..      nBk-F'ix*)]jxk+x-xk)\\
y       ' hm   -= 0.

fc-x*> "xk+ 1 ~~ Xk "

We have the following result.

Theorem 2.4.  Suppose F satisfies assumptions (a), (b), (c), then the algorithm

defined by (1.1), (1.2) and (2.1) with tk = 1 generates a sequence that converges

Q-superlinearly.

Proof.   We note that since {xk} is linearly convergent,

(2.12) £  Ok<ao

k=l

We need to prove that (2.11) is satisfied.   Let

/     ppT \
c=£ utfw-Fïx*)][I--T- ;

7=1 \        PjPj/
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Setting E = B- F'ix*) in (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain

F K      F llpll2

Since (cv2 -j32)'/2 <a-/32/2a,

_1
2v

(2.13) HCII^ < T7 - ¿i^2,

where r, = 15 - F'(x*)HF and 0 = II [5 - F'ix*)] p 11/lipII.

By using (2.10), (2.13) in (2.8) we obtain

1 7

Thus, in general, we have

In particular,

%+i <r>k-^-<P2k +LakVv

Vk+i<rjk +LakvV\

which implies that {rjk} is bounded due to (2.12).  Let M he its upper bound; then

2M^l<-Vk+i +% +Laknv\

Hence, for any m > 0,

J_
2M

i       m m

^f Z    *l < ^   £    °fc + ^0 - ^m + l •
fc=0 fc=0

Since 2^=0 afc < °°, 2¡°=0 0^ is bounded.   Furthermore, as 2™=0 0^ is mono-

tonic increasing, limm_^„ 2k=0 02 exists, we therefore must have lim^.^.^ 0fc = 0.

The result now follows from Theorem 2.3.
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